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Transportation Recovery Plan: Approach

• An unprecedented opportunity to rebuild  
our transportation system.

• Guided by evolving public health
recommendations and resumption of  
economic activity.

• Meets transportation needs driven by the  
health crisis and addresses longstanding  
problems.

• Positions the SFMTA for the economic  
challenges that lie ahead.

A Muni Bus passes by a hospital on its route.

A sign indicates that most customers should board through the rear door.
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Transportation Recovery Plan: Congestion

We’re seeing indications congestion may 
exceed pre-COVID levels, similar to some 
East Asian cities:

○ A small shift from transit to driving 
would result in severe congestion.

○ Severe congestion could cut the 
person-capacity of the mobility 
system by more than half, halting 
further economic recovery.

○ We must act now to prioritize most 
space-efficient modes and optimize 
user health and safety.
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• Protect the health and safety of SFMTA  
employees and the public.

• Support a strong economic recovery;
promoting sustainable alternatives such  
as walking and bicycling.

• Address the transportation system’s  
shortcomings, maintaining core Muni  
service, enhancing it as needed.

Transportation Recovery Plan: Goals

A Muni Car Cleaner sprays down a bus.

A Muni Operator uses personal protective equipment while driving a bus
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Recovery requires difficult tradeoffs and 
changes as we face drastic revenue  shortfalls.

Our efforts are centered on the following
values:

• A good transportation system drives  
economic activity and is the backbone  
of San Francisco’s social fabric;

• Equity, safety, environmental sustainability 
and customer service, informed by our 
strategic plan;

• Our infrastructure and services must adapt 
to best serve San Francisco’s needs.

Transportation Recovery Plan: Values

Staff Ambassadors help customers navigate changes in the Muni system

An ambassador poses in front of signs
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Transportation Recovery Plan: How It Works

The Transportation Recovery Plan provides  a 
roadmap for bringing our employees back to 
work while minimizing health risk.

• Lays out the sequencing of how SFMTA will  
be bringing back transit service as well as
street operations.

• Contemplates how to support:

○ Efficient modes of transportation
through tools like bike lanes, slow
streets, transit-only lanes, paratransit  
and taxis.

○ Small businesses and communities
through tools like street closures and  
curb management.

SFMTA staff makes signs at 1 South Van Ness
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Challenges

The Transportation Recovery Plan addresses  
the following challenges:

○ A quick return of traffic congestion,
potentially above pre-COVID levels.

○ Resourcing and budgetary issues as we  
need to move an increasingly larger
number of people while requiring
several times more space per person.

○ Staffing shortages could make it 
difficult to keep pace due to both  
COVID-related absenteeism and new  
operational realities.

There is the potential for congestion return above pre-Covid levels to San Francisco.
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Transit that Supports Economic Recovery

• Maintaining travel time savings due to less  
traffic congestion in health crisis would  
enable us to maintain service frequency
with less.

• Transit lanes could enable Muni to reduce  
travel times to preserve service frequency
while reducing costs and allowing for better  
physical distancing on buses.

• The savings would protect riders from
feeling the effects of budget cuts due to the
economic impacts of COVID-19.

A 38R Geary Rapid uses a transit lane

Signs direct customers on how to socially distance while waiting for a bus.
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Meeting New Needs: Slow Streets

• Addressing San Francisco’s distanced  
recreation needs as well as local 
walking and bicycling travel needs.

• Slow Streets is responsive to neighborhood
requests for traffic-calmed streets.

• These streets allow bicycling to be  
accessible to a wider segment of the
population, thereby reducing demand for  
Muni and driving trips.

• While Slow Streets was established as an
emergency measure, the SFMTA will
continue to monitor its performance in
responding to the city’s needs.

Staff install signs to calm traffic as a part of the Slow Streets program
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Adapting Streets to Meet New Needs

SFMTA is ready to support neighborhood  
commercial corridors by providing street  
space to requesting businesses where  
possible.

• Treatments could support business recovery:

o Adding new loading zones

o Using on-street parking as pedestrian space

o Implementing Slow Streets treatments with 
advanced  vetting (to not conflict with 
Muni routes,  Vision Zero goals, or other 
access needs).

• Looking into utilizing SFMTA’s existing  
legislative authority to implement Quick Build 
projects adding additional bike lanes

• Engaging members of the Board  of 
Supervisors and the community to 
determine the best locations for 
additional  bicycle improvements.

Slow Streets help more San Franciscans feel comfortable using a bicycle as a mode of transportation

Slow Streets on Lake Street
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Taxis and Accessible Services: Filling KeyGaps

• Taxis and accessible transportation services
fill key gaps and help seniors and people
with disabilities take essential trips, while
minimizing crowding on Muni.

• The Essential Trip Card (ETC) helps pay
for door-to-door service for seniors or
people with disabilities. It will be continued
through the TRP and considered for longer-
term continuation.

• The SFMTA will continue to promote taxi  
trips as an alternative to Muni.

• The SFMTA has implemented strict cleaning  
procedures for taxis and paratransit and is  
working to introduce physical barriers in
taxis to reduce risks.

A passenger pays for their ride with the Essential Trip Card

Taxis fill gaps in our transportation system
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Transportation Recovery Plan NextSteps

• Get input from SFMTA Board and public 
officials.

• Share plans with SFMTA staff, stakeholder 
groups.

• Continue working to prepare SFMTA work  
units for re-entry

• Operationalize Transportation Recovery 
Plan based on evolving public health 
recommendations and resumption of
economic activity

Staff help customers pracitice social distancing and use core Muni service.
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Thank You
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